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RACE MANUAL 
FIRST EDITION - 2020

http://www.transalbarace.com


Trans Alba Race Manual 
FIRST EDITION - 17/08/19

Welcome to the first edition of the manual! This combined with our website 
(www.transalbarace.com) should give you all the information you need to be fully prepared on the 
start line.  

Before we go any further we would like to say a massive thank you for looking in to our event. We 
understand firsthand what a massive commitment and undertaking entering an event of this type 
is, so you’re all legends just for thinking about it!
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Information

Fees 

Solo - £285  
Pair - £275 per rider (2 Riders) 
Team - £260 per rider (4 Riders) 

Refund Policy

Full refund can be given within 28 days of receiving payment. This serves as a “cool down period”. 
This is an exciting adventure to be part but a huge undertaking. We want you to be sure.

£150.00 Refund after 28 day Cool Down Period until 1st May 2020.

No refund will be given after 1st May 2019. 

Safety 

This not a closed road event and should only be undertaken by those confident in road cycling 
and it is each participants responsibility to determine if they are fit enough to complete the route.


Please CYCLE ON THE LEFT. Be aware of other cyclists around you. Adhere to the Highway Code 
at all times. 


Please see Highway Code on below link:

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/the-highway-code

The following are the minimum requirements to pass the safety check:

Helmut 
2 Front Lights 
2 Rear Lights 
Reflective tape on seat stays
Reflective tape on front forks
Hi Vis Clothing

Please make sure you are lit up enough. If you cannot demonstrate that you will be visible enough 
you will be sent to purchase appropriate gear. 

The following are advised:

Reflective ankle straps 
Helmet rear flashing light 
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Insurance 
 
Third party travel Insurance that protects against emergency evacuation and repatriation of 
remains is strongly recommended. Furthermore, you’ll want to specify to the insurer that this needs 
to explicitly cover this event of type.  

If you find a proper insurer, you can cover nearly every need related to the race, from your 
equipment to entry fees, but most importantly your own life and limb in case of emergency.

You must provide evidence of your insurance before you will be allowed to ride. During the 
registration we need to see evidence of Personal Accident Insurance and 3rd Party Liability.

Please don’t bring your full policy but a simple screen shot or print out of the Schedule of Insurance   
page / Statement of Fact page should provide all the information.   

Environment  

Littering is both against the law and unacceptable behaviour, especially in an area of such 
outstanding natural beauty. Any cyclists identified disposing of litter other than in bins along the 
route will be penalised by the Race Director. Please adhere to both the Country Code and 
Highway Code during the event. 


Please see links below:


https://www.outdooraccess-scotland.scot


https://www.gov.uk/guidance/the-highway-code


Rules

Falling inline with the majority of Self Supported races we’ve tried to keep the rules as simple as 
possible. Don’t overthink the rules!

1. RACERS MUST RIDE FROM START TO FINISH FOLLOWING THE TRANS ALBA 2020 GPX 
ROUTE - https://ridewithgps.com/routes/30978547

2. NO DRAFTING (NOT APPLICABLE TO PAIRS OR TEAM ENTRIES)**
3. ALL FORWARD TRAVEL MUST BE SELF POWERED
4. ALL RIDERS MUST MAINTAIN EVIDENCE OF THEIR RIDE
5. ALL RIDERS MUST KNOW, UNDERSTAND AND OBEY LOCAL TRAFFIC LAWS 
6. RIDE IN THE SPIRIT OF SELF RELIANCE & EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
7. DON’T OVERTHINK THE RULES.

** pairs/teams may draft their own partner/teammates only 

Rules for Pairs 

Pairs are a self supported unit allowed to share any and all resources within the pair. The rules are 
the same as for solo racers with one all encompassing exception. That exception being that 
support is allowed between the paired racers. Pairs may share resources and navigation 
as well as being allowed to draft each other. Pairs do not have to exclusively travel with each other 
but both riders must reach the end of the route before the pair is deemed finished. 

Paired racers may not draft other pairs/teams or interfere with solo racers in any way. 
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Paired racers must both carry a tracker. If one of the pair quits the race, the other is allowed to 
continue to finish and may be ranked in the GC with an asterisk denoting paired travel.

Rules for Team 

Teams are a group of 4 riders. As above with pairs they are a self supported unit allowed to share 
any and all resources within the group of four riders. Teams may share resources and navigation 
as well as being allowed to draft each other. All four riders do not have to exclusively travel with 
each other but all riders must reach the end of the route before the Team is deemed finished.

Teams racers may not draft other pairs/teams or interfere with solo racers in any way. 

All four racers must carry a tracker. If one member of the Team quits the race, the others are 
allowed to continue to finish and may be ranked in the GC with an asterisk denoting Team travel.

GPS Tracker

All riders are required to use the provided GPS Trackers (you will receive these at Registration). It 
is nothing more than a web-based framework showing rider progress. Again riders alone are 
responsible for their own safety on the course and for the logistics of their own ride. Final positions 
will be based on GPS tracking data and racers will not be included in final results if a tracker is not 
used. Riders are responsible for ensuring the correct use of their tracking devices. Riders with 
devices that are switched off or not active for long periods may be excluded from the final results. 

At this point we remind you to keep a track of your own ride so you have evidence if for any reason 
there is an issue with a tracker. 

GPS trackers will be collected by a Trans Alba volunteer at the finish. In the event of a scratch you 
are responsible for returning your tracker to the following address: TALBAR, 2/7 Kingsburgh 
Crescent, Edinburgh, EH5 1JF

Dot Watching

Legends Tracking will provide the framework for you, fellow riders, friends, family, fans (the list 
goes on) to follow your progress around Scotland. This will be embedded on our website.

Scratching 

If you decide that you are dropping out, or ‘scratching’ from the race, please report this as soon as 
possible to the race director. Phone numbers will be provided at registration. 

Include as much detail as you can. Especially your name and cap number! You should make your 
friends and family aware, including your next of kin. 

If you scratch from the race you are responsible for your onward travel. Trans Alba volunteers will 
not come out to collect you or make any arrangements for you, so please don’t ask this of them.

Trackers must be returned in person or posted to TALBAR, 2/7 Kingsburgh Crescent, Edinburgh, 
EH5 1JF

Don’t scratch until you’ve had a night’s sleep!

Time Limit

We have not imposed a time limit for this ride. 
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However we expect most riders to finish the route within 10 days. 100 miles per day on this course 
is more than achievable. 

If you are going to be more that 10 days be aware that we may not have a volunteer to greet you at 
the finish line. Whilst we will do our best we all have jobs to go to! In this case you are responsible 
for returning your tracker. Please forward to the following address - TALBAR, 2/7 Kingsburgh 
Crescent, Edinburgh, EH5 1JF

Ferry Crossings

Cyclists are classed as a foot passenger. Tickets are £9.55 and you will purchase your ticket at the 
Oban Ferry Terminal.

The route we are using is called “Hopscotch 7” - https://www.calmac.co.uk/hopscotch-7-mull-
ardnamurchan-skye. Your ticket will be for 30 days after the first day of travel but you guys should 
be flying through. 

Crossings on Trans Alba as follows:

1. Oban - Craignure
2. Tobermoray - Kilichoan 
3. Mallaig - Armadale 

Please find the appropriate time tables at the end of the manual. 

There will be some alterations to the first ferry crossing due to low tides but this can be found on: 
https://www.calmac.co.uk/service-changes/mallaig-armadale-summer-tidal-amendments

As much as we would like to control the weather we can’t and sometimes the ferries will have to 
adapt their service. Please see the link to the Service Status page below:

https://www.calmac.co.uk/service-status

Or if you would prefer to download Service Status app please check out the below link:

https://www.calmac.co.uk/service-status-app
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Schedule

Registration

Date: Saturday  27th June 2020
Time: 10:30 - 15:00

Location: EDINBURGH - TBC

You MUST attend Registration. But it is up to you when you attend, feel free to drop in any time 
between 10:30am and 3pm for registration.

Registration will probably take you 20 - 30 minutes to complete all the stages.  Please be prepared 
for small waits at each station.  Some times may be busier than others.  Stages are as follows:

1. Sign in and collect your number and wait to be called for bike check. 

2. Bike Check  

3. Safety Check  

4. Paper Work (racer agreement, waiver, next of kin) we will also check your insurance at this point 

5. You’ll receive your GPS  

6. You’ll receive your Cap, Bidon, Racer Musette  

7. Hang out, grab a coffee and cake or beer… Or all three! You may choose to wait for the briefing or you are 
welcome to come back later. 

Race Briefing

Date: Saturday 27th June 2020
Time: 15:00 - 15:30

Location: EDINBURGH - TBC

You Must attend Race Briefing. This is where we will cover the following topics - Safety, Route, 
Rules. We’ll also explain the start of the race and the neutralised start from Cramond to the Forth 
Road Bridge.

Trans Alba Race Start

Date: Sunday 28th June 2020
Time: 06:00

Location: EDINBURGH - TBC

We will have a neutralised start at 06:00. Our Race Director and volunteers will ride out for the first 
20 miles or so to guide riders out of Edinburgh before allowing you to go off at your own pace. 
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Trans Alba Race Finish

Location: Edinburgh - TBC

Once you arrive you’ll receive your finishers Trans Alba hip flask filled with whisky! Chris, Jack and 
Trans Alba volunteers will also be on hand with hugs but you might want to go for the whisky first 
(we won’t be offended). 

During Registration we will show you an image of the finishing point. 

Please remember to hand your tracker over once you have finished!
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Racer Agreement 

I am aged 18 or over.

I vow to act as an ambassador for the race and the route. 

I understand that during the event I am on a private excursion on the public highway and that I am 
responsible for my own conduct.

I understand the route is not way marked or marshalled and I should prepare by studying the route.

I agree to abide by Trans Alba Regulations for this ride.

I agree to adhere to the Highway Code at all times. 


I agree to adhere to the Country Code for the duration of my ride.


I have relevant insurance cover.

I agree to unlimited usage of my image for any race media. 

I understand the entry fee guarantees nothing more than entry, a line of communication with the 
race organisation, some race paraphernalia (listed in the FAQ). I understand It does not guarantee 
someone will take my photo, film me or interview me. 

I agree to attend registration on the dates and times as specified by the event organiser.

I agree to attend race briefing on the dates and times as specified by the event organiser.

I understand that if I do not attend either the Registration or the Race Briefing on the dates and 
times as specified by the event organiser I will not be eligible to ride the Trans Alba Race. 

I agree to sign a hard copy of the race agreements in person at the safety and equipment check in.

Racer Name: ____________________________________________

Signed: ____________________________________________ 

Date: __________________
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Waiver and Release of Liability 

In consideration of being allowed to participate in any way in the Trans Alba Race programs, 
related events and activities, I acknowledge, appreciate, and agree that; 

The risk of injury from many of the activities is significant, including the potential for permanent 
paralysis and death, and while particular skills, rules, equipment, and personal discipline may 
reduce this risk, the risk of serious injury does exist; and 

I knowingly and freely assume all such risks, both known and unknown even if arising from the 
negligence of the releases or others and assume full responsibility for my participation.

I willingly agree to comply with the stated and customary terms and conditions for participation. If, 
however, I observe any unusual significant hazard during my presence or participation, I will 
remove myself from participation and bring such to the attention of the nearest official 
immediately.

I, for myself and on behalf of my heirs, assigns, personal representatives and next of kin, HEREBY 
RELEASE AND HOLD HARMLESS THE TRANS ALBA RACE, its officers, officials, directors, 
coordinators, agents, and/or employees, other participants, sponsoring agencies, sponsors and 
advertisers ("RELEASEES”), WITH RESPECT TO ANY AND ALL INJURY, DISABILITY, DEATH, 
OR LOSS OR DAMAGE TO PERSON OR PROPERTY, WHETHER ARISING FROM THE 
NEGLIGENCE OF THE RELEASEES OR OTHERWISE, to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

I agree to having my information shared if need be. I consent to the release by any third party to 
the Releasees and their insurance carriers of my name and medical information that may relate 
solely to an injury I may suffer arising from the activity. 

I fully understand that the event is self supported, which means that I will be responsible for 
organising, planning and executing my own ride during the event. 

I understand that participation in the event may be extremely demanding both mentally and 
physically. I am qualified, in good health, and in proper physical and mental condition to participate 
in the event. 

I fully understand I will be responsible for sourcing my own assistance if I deem it necessary. 

I fully understand any participant GPS location tracking service offered as part of the event will be 
provided as nothing more than a web-based framework to present participants progress based on 
correct use of the tracking device. 

I fully understand, unless I organise it, no one will track my location during the event via the 
location tracking service provided by Trans Alba staff. 

I knowingly and freely assume all such risks, both known and unknown, even if arising 
from negligence of releases or others and assume full responsibility for my participation. 
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I HAVE READ THIS RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK AGREEMENT, FULLY 
UNDERSTAND ITS TERMS, UNDERSTAND THAT I HAVE GIVEN UP SUBSTANTIAL RIGHTS 
BY SIGNING IT, AND SIGN IT FREELY AND VOLUNTARILY WITHOUT ANY INDUCEMENT. 

Racer Name: ____________________________________________

Signed: ____________________________________________ 

Date: __________________
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Next of Kin Document

Racer Name: ____________________________________________

The information I have supplied below is accurate and my Next of Kin can be contacted by Trans 
Alba Race staff in the event of emergency. 

Signed: ____________________________________________ 

Date: __________________

Next of Kin Information

Name: _____________________________________________

Relation: _____________________________________________

Phone: _____________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________
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REGISTRATION CHECKS 
BIKE CHECK SIGNED

BRAKE INSPECTION - FRONT

BRAKE INSPECTION - REAR

HANDLEBAR (FOR PLAY)

WHEELS

“M” CHECK (GENERAL ONCE OVER) 

SAFETY SIGNED

HELMET 

FRONT LIGHT CHECK (x2)

REAR LIGHT CHECK (x2)

REFLECTIVE TAPE - FORK

REFLECTIVE TAPE - SEAT STAYS

CLOTHING - (HI VIS ITEMS)

ADDITIONAL SAFETY ITEMS?

DOCUMENT CHECK SIGNED

INSURANCE 

SIGNATURE RIDER AGREEMENT

SIGNATURE WAIVER AND RELEASE 

NEXT OF KIN

TRACKER SIGNED

SET UP

INSTRUCTIONS EXPLAINED 

RACE PACK SIGNED

CAP

BIDON

MUSETTE BAG
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TEXT CODE 18SKYE
MALLAIG - ARMADALE Table 18

DAY
Glasgow  
Queen St  
Depart

Fort  
William  
Depart

Mallaig 
Depart

Armadale  
Arrive

Armadale  
Depart

Mallaig 
Arrive

Fort  
William 
Arrive

Glasgow  
Queen St  

Arrive

MON - SAT

- - 0740 0825 0840 0925 1141 1530
- - 0940 1025 1040 1125 - -
- 0830 1100 1135 1215 1240 - -
- - 1200 1245 1300 1345 - -
- - 1330 1405 1430 1455 - -

0822 1213 1400 1445 1500 1545 1737 2128
- - 1515 1550 1625 1650 - -
- - 1600 1645 1710 1755 1950 0015 

1220 1619 1810 1855 1910 A 1955 A - -

SUN

- - 0930 1015 1030 1115 - -
- - 1100 1135 1200 1225 - -
- - 1130 1215 1245 1330 - -
- - 1300 1335 1405 1430 1737 2119
- 1212 1600 1645 1700 1745 1900 2329

1220 1619 1800 1845 1900 A 1945 A - -
TIDAL AMENDMENTS
Timing may vary according to tidal conditions and in some circumstances may differ from the published timeta-
ble on the following dates: 
April: 5, 6, 7, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22; May: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16, 17,18,19, 20, 21; June: 3,4,5,6,7; July: 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,31; 
August: 1,2,3,4,5,6,29,30,31; September: 1,2,3,4,14,27,28,29,30; October:1,2,3 
CalMac prides itself on successfully navigating some of the most challenging waters in the UK. This sometimes 
results in us working to timetables which are dictated by tidal conditions on sailing routes. If you require a more 
detailed version of this timetable to help plan your travel please go 
 to www.calmac.co.uk
CODE

A This sailing will not operate from 12 October
NOTE
All vehicle drivers and their passengers must be in possession of a valid travel ticket and be available for board-
ing no later than 20 minutes before departure otherwise travel cannot be guaranteed. Foot passenger check-in 
closes 10 minutes before departure
Please note booking is essential on this route
Commercial vehicle bookings are handled at individual ports. When calling your selected port to make a com-
mercial vehicle booking, please select option 2 on a touch-tone phone. Contact Mallaig port office on 01687 
310240 or Armadale on 01471 250090
Combined Rail and Sail tickets, which allow you to buy train and ferry tickets in one transaction, are available 
for this route. For details visit www.calmac.co.uk/railandsail
Train times displayed are valid until 18 May 2019 only
FARES
MALLAIG - ARMADALE Single Return
Driver/passenger £3.00 £6.00
Child 5-15 (Infant under 5 free, must have a valid ticket) £1.50 £3.00
Car or 4x4 (excludes driver) £9.95 £19.90

Motorhome (excludes driver)
Up to 6m £9.95 £19.90
Up to 8m £14.95 £29.90
Up to 10m £19.90 £39.80

Caravan, boat/baggage trailer
Up to 2.5m £5.00 £10.00
Up to 6m £9.95 £19.90
Up to 8m £14.95 £29.90

Motorcycle £5.00 £10.00
Pedal cycles (restricted numbers) Free Free
Groups of 6 or more pedal cycles must inform the relevant port office in advance of travel. It should be noted 
that as we may not be able to offer the first sailing of choice, therefore groups may not always be able to travel 
together
Light goods vehicles exceeding 6 metres in length or 3.5 tonnes in weight, or 3 metres in height, or 2.3 metres in 
width are charged at commercial vehicle rate
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MULL
OBAN - CRAIGNURE

TEXT CODE 11

Table 11

DAY
Glasgow  
Queen St   
Depart

Oban  
Depart

Craignure  
Arrive

Craignure  
Depart

Oban  
Arrive

Glasgow  
Queen St  

Arrive

MON

- - - 0700 B 0755 B 1203
- 0645 0735 0755 0845 -
- 0815 B 0910 B 0945 B 1040 B

0520 0950 1040 1100 1150 1530
- 1110 B 1205 B 1240 B 1335 B 

0822 1220 1310 1330 1420 1753
1034 1400 B 1455 B 1525 B 1620 B -
1220 1555 F 1645 F 1705 F 1755 F 2128

- 1710 B 1805 B 1825 BD 1920 BD -
- 1810 1900 1915 2005 2333

1636 2000 BD 2055 BD - - -

TUE - 
FRI

- - - 0715 B 0810 B 1203
- 0730 0820 0840 0930 -
- 0840 B 0935 B 0955 B 1050 B -

0520 0950 1040 1100 1150 1530
- 1110 B 1205 B 1240 B 1335 B -

0822 1220 1310 1330 1420 1753
1034 1400 B 1455 B 1525 BC 1620 BC -
1220 1555 1645 1705 1755 2128

- 1710 B 1805 B 1825 BD 1920 BD -
- 1810 1900 1915 2005 2333

1636 2000 BD 2055 BD - - -
1823 2145 A 2235 A 2245 A 2335 A -

SAT

- - - 0715 B 0810 B 1203
- 0730 0820 0840 0930 -
- 0840 B 0935 B 0955 B 1050 B -

0520 0950 1040 1100 1150 1530
- 1110 B 1205 B 1240 B 1335 B -

0823 1220 1310 1330 1420 1924
1033 1400 B 1455 B 1550 B 1645 B -
1220 1555 1645 1705 1755 2128

- 1710 B 1805 B 1825 BD 1920 BD -
- 1810 1900 1915 2005 2333

1636 2000 BD 2055 BD - - -

SUN

- - - 0930 B 1025 B -
- 0950 1040 1100 1150 1526
- 1110 B 1205 B 1240 B 1335 B -
- 1220 1310 1330 1420 1918

0956 1400 B 1455 B 1525 B 1620 B -
1220 1555 1645 1705 1755 2119

- 1700 B 1755 B 1820 BE 1915 BE -
- 1810 1900 1915 2005 -
- 1930 BE 2025 BE - - -

CODE
A Friday only
B Sailings operated by MV Coruisk which provides Coffee Cabin service only
C On Wednesdays this sailing will depart Craignure at 1530 arriving Oban 1625

D For operational reasons these sailings will not operate on 29, 30 March and from 9 September until  
19 October inclusive

E For operational reasons these sailing will not operate from 22 September until  
20 October inclusive

F This sailing will not operate on Mon 15 July only for operational reasons
NOTE
All vehicle drivers and their passengers must be in possession of a valid travel ticket and be available for board-
ing no later than 30 minutes before departure otherwise travel cannot be guaranteed. Foot passenger check-in 
closes 30 minutes before departure.
Craignure linkspan has weight restrictions. Vehicles exceeding 44 tonne must have prior written permission 
from Argyll and Bute Council. This can be obtained from: abnormalloads@argyll-bute.gov.uk
Commercial vehicle bookings are handled at individual ports. When calling your selected port to make a 
commercial vehicle booking, please select option 2 on a touch-tone phone. Contact Oban port office on 01631 
700506 or Craignure on 01680 340258
Combined Rail and Sail tickets, which allow you to buy train and ferry tickets in one transaction, are available 
for this route. For details visit www.calmac.co.uk/railandsail
Train times displayed are valid until 18 May 2019 only
Taking your car to Mull? Visit www.calmac.co.uk/destinations/mull for helpful tips on driving on the island’s 
single-track roads
When the Mull service is operated by MV Courisk, passengers will have to board and disembark the vessel from 
outside the Oban Terminal Building via the linkspan and via the linkspan in Craignure also
FARES
OBAN - CRAIGNURE Single Return
Driver/passenger £3.70 £7.40
Child 5-15 (Infant under 5 free, must have a valid ticket) £1.85 £3.70
Car or 4x4 (excludes driver) £13.75 £27.50

Motorhome (excludes driver)
Up to 6m £13.75 £27.50
Up to 8m £20.65 £41.30
Up to 10m £27.50 £55.00

Caravan, boat/baggage trailer
Up to 2.5m £6.90 £13.80
Up to 6m £13.75 £27.50
Up to 8m £20.65 £41.30

Motorcycle £6.90 £13.80
Pedal cycles (restricted numbers) Free Free
Groups of 6 or more pedal cycles must inform the relevant port office in advance of travel. It should be noted 
that as we may not be able to offer the first sailing of choice, therefore groups may not always be able to travel 
together
Light goods vehicles exceeding 6 metres in length or 3.5 tonnes in weight, or 3 metres in height, or 2.3 metres in 
width are charged at commercial vehicle rate
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ARDNAMURCHAN & MULL
TOBERMORY - KILCHOAN

TEXT CODE 14

Table 14

DAY Tobermory  
Depart

Kilchoan  
Arrive

Kilchoan  
Depart

Tobermory  
Arrive

MON - 
SAT

0720 0755 0800 0835
0930 1005 1015 1050
1100 1135 1145 1220
1300 1335 1345 1420
1430 1505 1515 1550
1600 1635 1645 1720

1800 A 1835 1840 1915

SUN

0930 1005 1015 1050
1100 1135 1145 1220
1300 1335 1345 1420
1430 1505 1515 1550
1600 1635 1645 1720

CODE

A
Awaits passengers arriving by bus from Craignure, only if Craignure office is advised no later than 
1600 on day of travel - telephone 0800 066 5000 or +44 1475 650397  
(for international customers) to confirm

NOTE
Check-in closes for vehicles and passengers 10 minutes prior to departure
Taking your car to Mull? Visit www.calmac.co.uk/destinations/mull for helpful tips on driving on the island’s 
single-track roads
FARES
TOBERMORY - KILCHOAN Single Return
Driver/passenger £2.85 £5.70
Child 5-15 (Infant under 5 free, must have a valid ticket) £1.45 £2.90
Car or 4x4 (excludes driver) £8.90 £17.80

Motorhome (excludes driver)
Up to 6m £8.90 £17.80
Up to 8m £13.35 £26.70
Up to 10m £17.80 £35.60

Caravan, boat/baggage trailer
Up to 2.5m £4.45 £8.90
Up to 6m £8.90 £17.80
Up to 8m £13.35 £26.70

Motorcycle £4.45 £8.90
Pedal cycles (restricted numbers) Free Free
Groups of 6 or more pedal cycles must inform the relevant port office in advance of travel. It should be noted 
that as we may not be able to offer the first sailing of choice, therefore groups may not always be able to travel 
together
Light goods vehicles exceeding 6 metres in length or 3.5 tonnes in weight, or 3 metres in height, or 2.3 metres in 
width are charged at commercial vehicle rate
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